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and writing. A new motive was thus added to the older one
that every child ought to be able to read the Bible. For one
reason or another, these early schools were places in which
children were taught to read and write, and to do simple sums
if the teacher himself happened to know how to do them.
Now reading and writing are not ends in themselves, any
more than talking is an end in itself. They are merely means
to an end. But the elementary-school tradition, owing to its
origin, unfortunately gave them a dominant position. It is
true that other "subjects" were taught. An inspector of
schools, reporting in the year 1856, gave an account, by no
means unpleasing in some of its features, of what might be
expected in an English elementary school of a "fair" degree of
merit. "In the first class,'* said he, "the children will be able
to read a page of natural history—about an elephant, a cotton
tree, or a crocodile—with tolerable fluency and with scarcely
a mistake. They would answer collateral questions on this, not
well, but not preposterously ill; they would have a general
knowledge of the distribution and conventional divisions of
land and water on the surface of the globe; most of them would
name the counties on an unlettered map of England, and the
kingdoms on one of Europe. They would work a sum in com-
pound addition—two-thirds of them without a mistake; they
would write a short account of any object named to them which
they had seen or read about—a& animal, a tree, a flower—
intelligently, and not without thought and observation, but
with trifling errors of grammar and spelling."
The above is a pretty enough picture of a school in the late
1850's, and the inspector reported that 80 per cent of his schools
might be so described. The point to which we here direct
attention is that reading ar^ writing dominated the situation.
Other "subjects," geography, or history, or composition, or
even nature-study, were regarded as mere applications of, or
fields for practice in, these almighty arts of reading and
writing. A few years later (in 1862) Robert Lowe, of unhappy

